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Governance transitions and minority nationalist parties pressure for welfare state change:
Evidence from Welsh and Scottish elections - and the UK s Brexit refere du

Abstract
This study is concerned with welfare state development and the intersection between the twin global
phenomena of sub-state nationalism and go e a e t a sitio s . Specifically, how minority nationalist
pa ties MNPs use dis ou se to exert pressure for welfare change. Accordingly, here we explore their
discourse in Scottish and Welsh elections, and the UK B e it referendum on European Union
membership. The findings reveal how pressure for welfare change is framed using key tropes including
nation-building, extending social protection, and resistance to central government programmes. The
wider significance to understanding global social policy lies in: 1. revealing the discursive processes
associated with multi-level welfare state dynamics; 2. demonstrating how MNPs and governance
transitions combine to pressure for welfare state change; and 3. showing how the resultant
territorialisation of policy discourse advances sub-state models of social citizenship.
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Introduction
This study addresses lacunae on the interplay between two transnational trends shaping global social
policy at the beginning of the twenty-first century: governance transitions and minority nationalism. Its
emphasis on political discourse aligns with recent ideational and constructivist accounts of how ideas
are a key factor shaping welfare state change (Blyth 2002; Taylor-Gooby, 2005; Beland, 2005; Stiller
2010). The research aim is to examine how

i o it

atio alist pa ties MNPs may use discourse to

exert pressure for welfare change in the context of two types of governance transition: de olutio

o
1

state decentralisation) and supranational collaboration. Both are critical junctures when pre-existing
state forms are reconfigured. Accordingly, the following discussion centres on Scottish and Welsh
elections, a d the UK B e it efe e du

o Eu opea U io

e

e ship.

In methodological terms the validity of this approach is affirmed by Schmidt (2002, 190) who
asserts, dis ou se, i sho t,

atte s . This is u de stood as hate e poli

a to s sa to o e a othe

and to the public more generally in their efforts to construct and legitimate their policy programs, [it]
is the missing element in the explanation of policy change in the welfare state. As both a set of ideas
about the necessity and appropriateness of reform and an interactive process of policy construction
and communication, discourse can create an interacti e o se sus fo

ha ge “ h idt 2002, 169,

emphasis added). Of course, this is not to argue that ideas alone are responsible for change. They are
modified by functional constraints, as well political considerations – such as poli

a to s blame

avoidance strategies (see Vis and Van Kersbergen 2013). However, the absence of systematic attention
to p essu e f o

atio alist pa ties fo

elfa e ha ge i the o te t of go e

e t t a sitio s is a

significant lacuna because, as existing accounts tell us, MNPs ha e become the main driving force in
the construction of region-spe ifi

elfa e s ste s (Vampa 2014, 473). Moreover, as Béland and

Lecours 200 se i al te t e plai s, social policy presents mobilisation and identity-building potential
for sub-state nationalism, and [ u iall …] nationalist movements affect the structure of welfare states.
Nationalism and the welfare state revolve around the notion of solidarity p.

.

Welfare-state pressure is the theoretical term for denoting the objective forces that strain
the welfare state. It includes the whole range of economic, political, and social forces both endogenous
and exogenous Jæge a d K ist

,

. Reference to the literature on welfare-state pressures

since the 1960s affirms the need for the present analysis. It identifies four important theoretical phases
(Jæger and Kvist, 2003): 1. The challenges that emerged in the 1960s in relation to: industrialism,
urbanization, and the capitalist economy (Wilensky 1975); 2. Pressures in the 1970s from economic
crisis and fiscal instability accompanied by a resurgence of (neo-)Marxist (Offe, 1984) and (neo-)liberal
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thinking (Hayek, 1994) that threw the conflicting aims of maintaining tax revenues and upholding
popular support into sharp relief. 3. Subsequently, from the early 1990s, attention shifted to mostly
e oge ous

halle ges – largely stemming from economic globalization, and the question of welfare

state retrenchment and restructuring (Pierson 1994). And 4. Post-2000, attention shifted to
endogenous pressures of demographic developments, changes in post-industrial labour markets, and
questions over the popularity of public welfare programmes. What is striking here is the fact that although the international rise of nationalism has attracted significant scholarly examination (Gellner
and Breuilly 2010), limited attention has been given to nationalist ideas as a key pressure for welfare
reform. Accordingly, in addressing this lacuna, this paper s fo us o MNPs a d go e ance transitions
heeds Jæge a d K ist s
elfa e efo

, p.

rejoinder that the o te t of p essu es a d thei elatio ship to

eed fu the e a i atio .

As noted, welfare state pressure emanating from MNPs in the context of two types of
governance transition are explored here: In the case of state decentralisation (or devolution), as Faguet
(2013, 2) observes, it is o e of the ost i po ta t efo

s of the past ge e atio , oth i te

s of the

number of countries affected and the potentially deep implications for the nature and quality of
go e a e . The second transition, supranational governance collaboration, takes many different
forms. Yet it can broadly be ha a te ised as i depe de t states pa tial pooli g of so e eig t a d
government functions. The example considered here is the case of the European Union.
Because welfare-state pressure may secure different outcomes the present focus links to wider
scholarly debate on the changing nature of the welfare state in the twenty-first century. Two aspects
are particularly worthy of note here: 1. whether pressure drives convergence or divergence in
international welfare systems (McBride and McNutt, 2007); and 2. Whether it leads to welfare state
contraction or expansion. At the unitary state level the evidence on these issues is mixed. For example,
absolute convergence is strongest in relation to social expenditure (notably, in relation to pensions,
labour market policy and health). Yet, even here the process has been gradual and has not led to
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uniformity (Ebbinghaus, 2011 . Ho e e , othe a eas of elfa e

ota l , fa il poli

a d e efits in-

ki d ha e ee su je t to a common trend of expansion. In turn, this has fuelled divergence reflected
in significant differences in the size, structure a d i stitutio al o figu atio of toda s welfare states
(Taylor-Gooby, 2004). What is less clear (and where the present study of su -state p essu es makes
an original contribution), is how such issues play out at the regional (or

eso level. Thus, the current

analysis responds to calls to address this lacuna: it is to hope that future scholarship will […] explore
further the relationship between social policy, national identity, and territorial mobilization Béla d
a d Le ou s ,

5: 700). In short, the underlying rationale for the following analysis is that so far, very

few studies have focused on the relationship between the politicization of regional identities and
welfare governance Va pa,

a: .

To address these lacunae the remainder of this article is structured thus: following an overview
of the literature on MNPs, governance transitions and welfare; the research context is outlined and the
methodology explained. The findings are then set out in two parts: 1. A series of hypotheses from the
extant literature are used to e plo e MNPs f a i g of p essu e fo

elfa e ha ge i Scottish and

Welsh manifesto discourse on welfare; 2. This is followed by analysis of MNP discourse on the European
Union, i ludi g that asso iated

ith the

EU B e it ‘efe e du . The pape

o ludes

reflecting on the main findings and their significance.

Minority Nationalist Parties, Go e a e T a sitio s a d Welfa e
Over recent decades the ise of

e

go e a e (Rhodes 1997) has challenged the hegemony of

centralised welfare (Bache and Flinders, 2004). This has involved governance transitions as states
restructure. As noted, such transitions include the uploading of government powers to a supranational
tier and/or downloading to the meso-level. Viewed from an international perspective, the latter case
of de- e t alized o su -state

elfa e is othi g e . I deed, the p ese t

a

oadl

e regarded

as events turning full-circle. Anglo-American antecedents include sixteenth century Elizabethan Poor
4

Laws whereby local parishes provided rudimentary poor relief (Piven and Cloward 1971, Katz 1986).
Whilst Islamic examples include the West African waqf – or, voluntary endowment of local institutions
for the poor (Illife, 1987: 93). Subsequently, the rise of the nation state and attendant centralisation of
welfare came to characterise much of the Twentieth century (Pierson 1995; Esping-Andersen 1990).
As noted, state decentralisation or devolution is one of the most important reforms of recent
decades (Faguet, 2013: 2; cf. Steiner, 2008; Boockmann et al, 2013; Mok and Wu, 2013; Gallego and
Subirats, 2012; Sellers and Lidstrom, 2007; Jakimow, 2014). The result for social policy-making has been
the global t a sfe e e of po e , autho it , a d esou es to su

atio al le els of go e

e t

(Rodriguez-Pose and Gill, 2003: 334). In many cases this has been driven by stateless atio s demand
for greater regional autonomy, as well as secessionist mobilisation (Beland and Lecours, 2008).
Whilst the topic of welfare decentralisation has long been a focus of academic study (cf. James,
1928; Abouchar, 1971), it has traditionally been explored in relation to issues of public cost, efficiency,
trust and accountability (Thomson, 2002; Halkos and Tzeremes, 2011; Rauhut and Kahila, 2012). An
under-explored dimension is the effect of the transition from centralised administration with single
state-wide elections, to a decentralised system with elections to regional parliaments. It is this
transition that is explored in the following analysis. Specifically, we are concerned with how state
decentralisation intersects with another transnational trend, sub-state civic nationalism. This nexus is
an appropriate locus of enquiry for, as the extant literature tells us, nationalist parties seek to mobilise
social policy as part of their strategies for greater autonomy and nation building, often advocating
distinctive approaches and levels of provision (Beland and Lecours, 2005, 2008; Ferrera, 2005).
The dearth of systematic attention to pressure for welfare state change in atio alist pa ties
manifesto discourse is a striking oversight because pa ties pledges

a k a key aspect of the formative

phase of policy-making. Inter alia, they provide insight into the political vision and ambition for su state welfare; reveal the link between identity, political behaviour and policy development; and
underline the intersection between ideology and social protection (Vincent, 1992; George and Page,
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1995; Deacon, 2002; Fitzpatrick, 2002). Crucially, they also inform an understanding of agenda-setting
(Cobb and Ross 1997), as well as the nature of political competition on matters of welfare. They also
provide a discursive benchmark against which to check future policy delivery. In the latter regard, the
present examples of Plaid Cymru and the SNP have added significance as both parties have held
government office since 1999.1 Whilst it is true that manifesto discourse does not always translate into
action and outcomes, the aim here is not to replicate existing instrumental policy evaluations that
attempt to measure policy impact (Caracelli and Greene 1993; Ivankova 2011). Rather, the objective is
to explore pressure for welfare state change. To offer an ex ante processual perspective has explanatory
power that complements traditional ex post policy analysis of the a MNPs dis ou se shapes su state

elfa e (cf. Brodie, 1997).
The second governance transition examined in this study relates to supranational governance

collaborations. Although widely differing in nature, they can be broadly characterised as independent
states partial pooling of sovereignty and government functions. Examples include, the European Union
and the Union of South American Nations. Here we examine the former. Whilst there is continuing
de ate o e the EU s i flue e o

e

e states

elfa e s ste s Sevinc and Civan, 2013), as a

unitary state, the UK joined the EU (then European Economic Community ) in 1973. In June 2016, it
voted to leave. This is an appropriate area of enquiry that complements the foregoing analysis of
regional welfare proposals, for, as Th elfall s

se i al

o k u de li es, social policy can be

argued to be truly functional to a regional integration process in the era of globalization, coexisting and
co-evolving with it . A full discussion of social policy and the EU s development is beyond the present
purposes (cf. Carlsson et al, 2002; Kleinman, 2002). Suffice to note, that the EU has major implications
for the nature of welfare in member states. Yet, reflecting the EU s sui generis development, the way
that this operates is complex. For example, it is not a direct welfare provider. Moreover, it is member
states (and, although often overlooked, constituent meso-governments -) that generally determine
social spending. However, the EU influence on welfare is significant and set out in treaty provisions and
ha d la

covering diverse matters such as

o ke s

ights, e plo

e t legislatio , e o o i
6

development aid, and equality and human rights. In consequence, member states have ceded key
welfare powers to the European Commission and Parliament such that, for example, they are, are not
free to take an increasing number of actions, such as refuse maternity leave and pay to mothers, employ
child labour, or refuse social security entitlements to a wide range of their residents Th elfall, 2007:
288). Thus, the following analysis examines the welfare implications of Europe in minority nationalist
pa ties ele tio dis ou se, as ell as politi al spee hes a d g e lite atu e follo i g the B e it ote.
It therefore provides a needed insight on the interplay between two transnational trends
shaping global social policy. This matters on a number of counts. It tells us whether this nexus
contributes to the general erosion of social protection (Pierson, 1995) or presents opportunities for
expansion (Lieberman and Shaw, 2000). In line with the competitive theory of federalism (Dawson and
Robinson, 1963), it also tells us whether devolution promotes greater inter-regional variation in social
programs (Costa-Font, 2010), or leads to sub-state welfare convergence. In addition, it furthers
understanding of evolving modes of social citizenship in multi-level systems. In sum, it is an appropriate
locus of enquiry centring on, what Ferrera (2005) memorably describes as, the new spatial politics of
so ial p ote tio .
On definitional matters, as Gamble (2016: 3) explains, in the North A e i a t aditio

elfa e

is defined narrowly to mean income transfers or direct services which support the poor and give a
i i u

sta da d of li i g . However, in common with a raft of studies (cf. Banting and Costa-Font,

2010; Costa-Font,

, this stud e plo s a

oade , Eu opea

defi itio . O e that has its oots i

the early seminal texts on welfare (Cf. Beveridge, 1943; Titmus, 1958). It refers to state intervention to
coordinate and/or provide services designed to improve the general well-being of citizens and/or offer
p ote tio . I othe

o ds, spe di g to pool olle ti e isks a d to p o ide i est e t i hu a

of all itize s (Gamble, 2016: 3; see also Greve, 2013). As Beresford (2016:
o e ed

ith ho

e take a e of ea h othe as hu a

apital

puts it, it is esse tiall

ei gs . Typically, it involves policies

concerned with ta kli g Be e idge s five giant evils want, disease, ignorance, squalor and idleness).
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This holistic definition is consistent with the international decline in welfare in the form of direct cash
transfers and the rise of myriad benefits and support i ki d in areas such as health, housing,
employability, child care, and social care (Castles, 2005; Sabates-Wheeler and Devereux, 2009;
Hemerijck, 2012).

Research Context
Legislatures for Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland were (re-)established in 1998-9. A full explication
of the rapid, ongoing constitutional change in the UK is outwith the present purposes (see for example,
Mitchell and Mitchell, 2011; Deacon, 2012). However, notwithstanding the e ai
i depe de e efe e du , “ otla d s futu e se essio

ote i the

e ai s a disti t possibility. It is a scenario

given added momentum following the UK s impending exit from the EU. Demographic change also
means No the

I ela d s lo g-term position is unclear.2 Whilst, since 1999, Wales has seen a significant

shift in opinion in favour of varying degrees of home-rule .
It is in this context that the UK has adopted an asymmetrical model of devolution. The three
egio al legislatures vary in terms of policy responsibilities, the number of parliamentarians and
electoral system. Yet they also share common features; including a five year election cycle, and primary
law-making and tax raising powers.3 Crucially, much of their work is concerned with delivering social
welfare. The following analysis focuses on Scotland and Wales because the goal of the Scottish
Nationalist Party (SNP) a d Plaid C

u The Pa t of Wales is se essio a d i depe de e f o

a

union state. Paradoxically, in the case of nationalist parties in Northern Ireland the goal is union.
Specifically, the achievement of a re-united Ireland by merging Northern Ireland with the Republic of
Ireland. The latter creates a singular welfare dynamic that is addressed elsewhere (███████).
Since 1999 successive Scottish and Welsh governments have used their powers to promote
welfare policies in areas such as housing, social care, services for older and disabled people - as well as
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migrants and asylum seekers and those seeking employment.4 Often the accompanying policy discourse
underlines how these are deliberately designed to mitigate the effects of Westminster policies
(Drakeford, 2007; Mooney and Scott, 2012). It should also be noted that traditionally there has been a
broad uniformity of benefits, payments and entitlements so ial se u it

overseen in Great Britain by

a single central government ministry (the Department for Work and Pensions). However, the Welfare
Reform Act (2012) has changed matters. It has given the Scottish and Welsh Governments responsibility
for discretionary income maintenance policies (DWP, 2011; Birrell and Gray, 2014).5 This has seen the
creation of the Scottish Welfare Fund (linked to the Scottish Government s anti-poverty and
independent living policies) and the Welsh Government s Discretionary Assistance Fund (with
emergency and individual assistance payments designed to enable or maintain independent living for
disabled people or those who have no other immediate means of meeting the cost of living).6 As noted,
the direction of travel is one of growing divergence. The welfare powers in the Scotland Act (2016)
and (to a lesser degree) the Wales Bill (2016) offer the prospect of the further territorialisation of direct
transfers.7
Methodology
Using manifestos as a data-source is appropriate for they constitute the principal political texts that
reflect political parties priorities and issue positions, thereby allowing systematic analysis over time. In
multi-level systems, they also inform an understanding of the impact of governance transitions on the
development of social policy regimes, particularly pressure for welfare state change. In short, as
Shanahan et al (2011: 535) u de li e, the

contain beliefs, mobilize citizens, strategically deploy

scientific information in the pursuit of policy positions, and influence public opinion .
In order to e plo e MNPs discourse on sub-state welfare this study follows established practice
and analyses the use of f a i g (Jütersonke and Stucki, 2007). F a es ha e ee

idel used in

comparative critical discourse analysis of policy-making across polities and tiers of government
(Papacharissi, 2008). They constitute a s he ata of i te p etatio

Goff a ,

: 27) and form part
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of a

i te p etati e app oa h that pla es a e phasis o the la guage of poli

do u e ts Fishe ,

2003: 223). The following analysis was operationalized by coding all welfare pledges in a database
derived from electronic copies of the election manifestos (1999- 2016) of the Scottish Nationalist Party
and Plaid Cymru. The coding frame related to the series of research hypotheses (see below) on the
nature of pressure for welfare state change. For example, whether party pledges were concerned with
welfare expansion, resistance to central government reforms, the introduction of new modes of
welfare delivery, or boosting accountability and legitimacy. It is a methodology that is well-established
in political and policy science - as evidenced by the vast international corpus of manifesto studies (see
for example, Neundorf and Adams, 2016; Toubeau and Wagner, 2016), yet largely lacking in welfare
research. I additio , f a e a al sis

as also applied to the MNPs dis ou se o Eu opea U io

membership and recent B e it efe e du out o e. The data sou es constituted a purposive sample
of the g e lite atu e of political speeches, press conferences, pamphlets, media interviews and party
publications and policy briefings.
In sum, the foregoing methods were employed as an appropriate means of understanding the
articulation of pressure for welfare-state change in multi-level systems, not least because they
contribute to our understanding of the use of language and the construction of meaning in public policy
making (McKee, 2003). Attention now turns to the findings. These are presented in two parts that map
onto the two types of governance transition examined in this study. The first considers the impact of
state decentralisation; and the second, the sup a atio al Eu opea p oje t .

1: State decentralisation
The following sets out four hypotheses grounded in the extant literature on state decentralisation,
welfare and civic nationalism. This discussion is structured so that, in turn, the underlying rationale for
each is presented, followed by consideration of the findings and whether they confirm or reject the
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hypothesis. The aim is to illuminate how MNPs use the transition to devolved governance in order to
pressure for welfare state change.

Hypothesis One: (a). MNPs ele toral dis ourse is framed in terms of governance, power and the political
control of social welfare; and (b). MNPs

a ifesto dis ourse o su -state welfare is framed in terms of

resistance to central government programmes.

Existing work highlights how central governments may constrain the social policy-making of regional
administrations. As Obinger and Starke (2014: 4 put it, institutional veto points have decisively
impeded the expansion of the welfare state . I an era of multi-level governance two factors are pivotal
in this: the constitutional powers available to meso-government (Banting, 1987) and intergovernmental relations between central (or federal) administrations and regional executives (Obinger,
2005; López-Santana and Moyer, 2012). In turn, the latter depends upon the ideological (dis-)alignment
of the parties holding office in the different political centres, and whether this leads to conflict or
oope atio . As Pie so

:

e plai s, i

federal systems, the popularity of social provision

becomes a source of potential conflict among competing centres of political authority. Social policy
debates in federal systems are frequently as much or more about the locus of policy control as about
policy content . However, control is not the sole factor at play here. As Beland and Lecours (2005: 681)
o se e, MNPs a t to reinforc[e] regional policy autonomy, which is depicted as an alternative to
centralist schemes . In other words, control is intimately linked to the regional ability to resist central
go e

e t p og a

es. A aft of leadi g studies illust ate this. The

a ge f o

Bela d s

insightful account of French-Canadian nationalist resistance to federal social programmes in the 1930s
and 40s, Mooney and Scott s 2012: 185) insights on SNP resistance to Thatcherism in 1980s Scotland,
to Birrell and Gray s 2014 a ou t of “i

Fei a d “DLP s esista e to e e t West i ste

elfa e

policies in Northern Ireland. It is against this backdrop that, as noted, it is hypothesised that MNPs
11

electoral discourse is framed in terms of governance, power and pressure for the political control of
social welfare (Hypothesis 1a) and resistance to central government programmes (Hypothesis 1b).

The manifesto data confirm hypotheses 1a. In the case of pressure for the control of welfare, it accounts
for a small yet significant proportion of the pledges (3.8 per cent). In Scotland, this is frequently
articulated in terms of atio al i depe de e follo i g su essio f o

the UK. Fo e a ple, on to

i depe de e… only with independence can we give our old people the dignity they deserve, get rid of
the indignity of means testing for residential care, introduce a cold climate allowance, [and] establish
de e t pe sio s “NP,

: ; a d even with full access to benefit entitlement, however, the current

Westminster benefits arrangements cannot lift many carers out of poverty. With Independence, we
would have the power to tackle this shortcoming through our comprehensive review of tax and
benefits “NP,

:

.

Notably, compared to the SNP, Plaid Cymru give more than double the attention to the political
control of welfare (5.2 compared to 2.3 per cent). This reflects greater frustration with limited and
opaque powers over welfare in the Welsh constitutional settlement when compared to the clearer,
o e e pa si e a a ge e ts that appl to “ otla d. Fo e a ple, unnecessary restrictions [have
been] placed on our Natio al Asse
uild ou

l to a t de isi el … Plaid C

u has the ideas a d the drive to

atio … our country should have the tools to act like a nation, to innovate, to create jobs and

to deliver world-class public services Plaid C

u,

:

. A o dingly, the demand for political

control of welfare is explicit: a Plaid Cymru Government will seek to transfer control of appropriate
welfare powers to Wales and do everything possible to protect people from the damage caused by
West i ste s uts to e efits a d i app op iate, u fai

e efits sa tio s (Plaid Cymru, 2016: 153).
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The data also confirm Hypothesis 1b on meso-resistance to central government welfare
policies. It is a feature of oth MNPs dis ou se

. pe

e t of pledges . I

o t ast to the language

employed in central government policies, the MNPs pressure for an approach to welfare based on
collectivism, statist solutions and resistance to private sector involvement in welfare provision. As policy
theory explains (Swedlow 2014), resistance needs to be seen in both political and cultural terms. This
is certainly the case in relation to Scotland and Wales on the one hand, and England on the other. The
former nations have

o e of a o

u ita ia , Leftist ultu e – reflected in a long tradition of voting

for Left-of-centre parties; whilst the right-of-centre Conservative and Unionist Party has consistently
has stronger support from English voters.8 Examples of the MNP discourse i lude: Plaid Cymru is
profoundly concerned at the erosion of the elfa e state… and the effect of this on the elderly, the
young, the unemployed, the disadvantaged and the disabled. We see an important opportunity for the
National Assembly to challenge the right-wing views that currently dominate London politics Plaid
C

u,

: ; a d “ otla d s NH“ ill e ai fi

l i the pu li se to . We ill ot follo the oute

adopted in England which will lead to the dismemberment of the NHS “NP,

:

. A key aspect of

the esista e e t es o the MNPs eje tion of New Public Management techniques. The latter places
emphasis on performance indicators and market mechanisms; something that has been favoured by
successive Conservation Westminster governments.
Foucault s ie of power as a changing set of relations that produces different strategies for
action is germane here. Particularly, the view that the e a e o elatio s of po e
and that these a e fo

ithout esista es

ed ight at the point where relations of power are exercised Fou ault

,

142). Accordingly, analysis reveals how the two MNPs refer to a broad range of policy tools and
techniques to resist central government programmes (Prior and Barnes, 2011), these include legislative
and fiscal measures. The former is typified by: The [UK] go e

e t s u fai

pe e t la

a k of

council housing sale receipts which deprives communities of much-needed housing investment funds
ill e epealed “NP

,

. The latte is illust ated

: We will use the Welsh Gove

e ts

13

discretionary housing payments power to compensate in full those families affected by the withdrawal
of benefit under the Bedroom Tax 9 (Welsh Government 2016, 48).

Hypothesis Two. MNPs su -state

a ifesto dis ourse o

elfare is fra ed i terms of nation-building

and identity.
As Kazepov (2010: 21) notes, the welfare state can be seen as the last step of the long-term historical
development through which territorially bounded political communities came to introduce
redistributive arrangements for their citizens . Crucially, as centralised notions of welfare are being
challenged: the territorial bond of political communities is changing scale, [in turn,] shifting… the
redistributive capacities states have in different directions as well. In particular, this is true towards to
sub-national levels (p.11). The extant literature tells us that one of the main drivers of decentralisation
is atio al

i o ities call for regional autonomy (Beland and Lecours, 2006: 77). In this way, sub-state

nationalism a affe t so ial poli

aki g… by reshaping the policy agenda at… the sub-state level

(Beland and Lecours, 2005: 681). A survey of the extant literature confirms this observation. For
example: social policymaking has been an important nation-building tool Moo e a d “ ott,

:

; welfare states are a key element of nation- uildi g (Greer, 2010: 182); welfare provision is
significant for promoting nation-building and social citizenship Mok and Wu, 2013: 62); and i
multinational states such as Canada and the United Kingdom, welfare-state development has had a
nation-building dimension… that dese es

o e atte tio

(Beland and Lecours, 2005: 700).

Notwithstanding this, a key lacuna is study of the role of electoral discourse in this process. To address
this, as noted, it is h pothesised that MNPs su -state manifesto discourse on welfare is framed in
terms of nation-building and identity (Hypothesis Two).
The data from both countries confirm this hypothesis (Table 1.). A small but significant
proportion of pledges (4 per cent) is explicitly concerned with articulating welfare policy proposals in
terms of nation-building. The limited number of such pledges does not negate the significance of the
14

finding. This type of clause is common in electoral discourse analysis. It constitutes a o
le el state e t of o e a hi g politi al isio

ati e, high

Habermas 1996: 289; Alvesson and Karreman, 2000).

As the international corpus of manifesto studies attests, these will always be less numerous than other
types of clause. This is because of their strategic nature. The vast majority of pledges complement these
and in the main are concerned with the practicalities of how such normative visions may be turned into
outcomes through specific policy measures.
Accordingly, f o

the outset of de olutio i Wales, Plaid C

u s ele tio p og a

es

emphasize that su -state welfare provision as integral to identity and nation-building. The discourse
reveals how the transition to devolved governance provide new discursive opportunities to facilitate
this. Thus, the egio al legislature is at the heart of this agenda. Fo e a ple, the National Assembly
is… the fo us of ou

atio al aspi atio s… It

ust lead ou

atio al de elop e t… i health a e; i

fighting poverty; and in providing education and training Plaid C

u,

: 7); a d the key task of

the National Assembly will be to consolidate this new Wales. The Party of Wales will aim to ensure that
the follo i g featu e st o gl i ou

e

Wales… A just so iet ,

hi h fights po e t a d so ial

exclusion (Plaid Cymru, 1999: 5). In turn, the Scottish discourse is typified by its programme for the
first modern-era Scottish general election: this a ifesto o tai s details of othe poli ies that ill also
contribute to the development of Scotland and the welfare and well- ei g of those ho li e he e “NP,
1999: 14).

[Temporary Note – Table 1. – about here]

In both countries MNPs education policy is a further, prominent part of the nation-building discourse.
For example,

e ill de elop the o ept of “ ottish “tudies i ou s hools, eati g a disti t st a d

of learning focused on Scotland and incorporating Scottish History, Scottish Literature, the Scots and
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Gaelic Languages, wider Scottish culture and Scottish current affairs (SNP, 2011: 12). Whilst in Wales,
the stated goal is developing an enhanced awareness of Welsh history and identity through the
education system (Plaid Cymru, 2016: 22); and e su i g the development of a new National
Curriculum for Wales… we regard this as a key component in our development as a nation Plaid C

u,

2003: 18).
Complementing this, language policy is also at the heart of this discourse. In the case of
Scotland it is expressed in the following terms: the “NP

ill e su e that “ otla d s di e se li guisti

and cultural heritage, including the Gaelic and Scots languages and Scottish History have an enhanced
place in the classroom “NP,

: 11). Reflecting the higher proportion of the population that speak

the indigenous language, the discourse in Wales is more detailed and is articulated in terms of specific
aspects of policy. For example, government departments can play an important role in promoting
Welsh in areas such as education, housing, planning and employment. We will set up a powerful
la guage u it i

the Fi st Mi iste s Offi e to e su e effe ti e oo di atio

government (Plaid Cymru, 2007: 29); a d
available in all parts of Wales Plaid C

of poli ies a oss

e ill… ensure that sufficient Welsh language childcare is

u,

: 33).

Whilst education and language policy are to the fore, the current analysis also shows how the
nation-building trope extends across welfare policy areas. For example, we are committed to
ai tai [i g] the pla
the g o th of ou

atio

ed a ts a d he itage fu di g, fo
Plaid C

u,

:

oth its i t i si

alue a d its o t i utio to

; a d a o g the ost e iti g oppo tu ities of Welsh

nationhood is the chance to build a new kind of society. One that promotes equality, [and] tackles
po e t

Plaid C

u,

: 27).

Hypothesis Three: (a). MNPs ele toral dis ourse o

elfare change is framed in terms of enhanced

accountability and legitimacy; and (b). It alludes to shared values and solidarity as underpinning substate models of social citizenship.
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Minority nationalist parties

oe

iti ue of union states is that they lack legitimacy because their

representative institutions deny local autonomy and impose centrally-determined political agendas on
sub-state nations (Hutchinson and Smith, 1995; Coakley, 2012). As Diaz-Serrano and Rodríguez-Pose
(2015: 412) explain, the original and still the fundamental objective of the transfer of powers and
resources to subnational tiers of government is to improve the delivery of public goods and services to
individuals by the creation of more legitimate tiers of government, closer to the people and, therefore,
ore respo si e to their eeds a d

a ts . In turn, this has important implications for traditional

notions of citizenship. As Bauböck and Guiraudon (2009:

o se e, the te ito ial ou da ies of

itize ship a e o lo ge ide ti al ith those of states… te ito ial de olutio has
for sub-state

eated e spa es

odels of so ial itize ship . However, the scholarly literature in this area is incomplete.

Whilst decentralization has shifted decision making to the local elected representatives, consequently
i pa ti g po e d a i s… bad governance and poor accountability can severely undermine the
interest of the poor and the socially vulnerable Gu too a d Uda aadith a,

. “pe ifi all , the

literature on administrative responsiveness, i.e. congruence between public policy and community
prefere es, ho e e , is li ited (p.114). Accordingly, as noted, it is hypothesised that a . MNPs
electoral discourse on welfare decentralisation is framed in terms of enhanced accountability and
legitimacy; and (b). It alludes to shared values and solidarity as underpinning sub-state models of social
citizenship (Hypothesis Three).
The findings confirm both parts of the hypothesis. A small, yet significant number (3 per cent)
of the pledges pressuring for welfare change are framed in terms of accountability and legitimacy (a
further example of normative discourse clauses, see for example Van Dijk, 1981: 177). Welsh examples
include: following the devolution of further welfare powers to Wales, a Plaid Cymru Government would
make the consultation of disabled people s g oups a statuto

e ui e e t fo all futu e ha ges to

elfa e poli , to e su e that the oi es of disa led people a e al a s hea d Plaid C

u,

: 155).
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In Scotland, such framing is particularly evident in health and housing policy. For e a ple:

e want to

simplify the structure and create a more accountable and transparent service, with devolved powers
to allow communities to shape services according to their needs “NP,
The current analysis also shows how the MNPs

: 12).

a ifesto discourse advances sub-state models of

social citizenship. Reference to the wider literature on citizenship allows a number of constituent tropes
to be identified (Johnston Conover, Crewe and Searing, 1991; Rapoport, 2013). The first is concerned
with notions of a shared history, culture, identity and sense of belonging.10 This is particularly evident
in the MNPs edu atio pledges. Fo e a ple, helping children and young people to develop a better
understanding of themselves, their communities, their history and their culture Plaid C
18); and a

ode

u,

:

“ ottish u i ulu … Scottish history, culture and heritage will be embedded in

school life to provide a Scottish world view “NP,
The second trope is one of

: 23).

atio al alues . Fo e a ple, the new self-confidence of the Welsh

electorate demands a confident and determined government that will build social policies on the basis
of our values as a nation a d the eeds of ou o
aspi atio s Plaid C

u,

u ities Plaid C

u,

: 21), Welsh values and

: 17); a d Scotland is a diverse, welcoming and outward-looking nation,

with compassion and a drive for fairness sitting at the very heart of our alues (SNP, 2016: 41). In turn,
this begs the question as to what constitute the putative national values . The following analysis shows
how they can be deconstructed to reveal a number of constituent themes that further illuminate substate models of citizenship. For example:


Tolerance: Learning about citizenship: We will help schools engage pupils in citizenship
education which… prepares them to play a full part in society and promotes a culture of respect
a d tole a e “NP,



: 15);

Compassion: t aditio all “ ots ha e elie ed i the alues of o passio , o

u it a d

the common weel. We think these values are still important to our society. Many of us believe
that the Scottish Parliament will fail unless it delivers a better, more compassionate society.
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That is at the hea t of ou poli

i te tio s fo health, edu atio a d housi g i this

a ifesto

(SNP, 1999: 7).


Fairness: The Pa t of Wales ill st i e fo a health se i e that is fai e

Plaid C

; fai edu atio al oppo tu ities fo all a e fu da e tal to i ilised so iet
2003:

:

Plaid C

u,

; a d fairness… so every child, no matter their background, has an equal chance of

goi g to u i e sit


u,

“NP,

: 38). And,

Social justice: the full po e s of I depe de e… will lead to… i p o i g pu li se i es a d
deli e i g so ial justi e “NP,

: 16);

Promoting equality is a further tenet of the SNP and Plaid Cymru citizenship discourse. Examples span
policy areas and include: developing a national citizenship of equals, with both individual entitlements
and shared responsibilities Plaid C

u,

: 17); and all of our people have a right to share in our

atio s opportunity and potential, and we want to guarantee that equality “NP,
The MNPs

03: 27).

odel of itize ship revealed here can therefore be seen as a rescaling of the social

contract between the individual and the state (Stoer and Magalhães, 2002). The discourse shows how
the state in question here is no longer the UK, but MNPs ision of a transitioning Scotland and Wales
as they move to independence. The manifestos also underline how this is founded upon liberal and
pluralist thinking on rights and responsibilities in relation to welfare. For example, in the former case,
we will legislate to provide the same rights to access to treatment for people living with chronic, severe
substance misuse problems as are now provided for people with mental health problems Plaid C

u,

2011: 27); and a written constitution for an independent Scotland to guarantee the rights and liberties
of citizens and li it the po e of go e

e t “NP, 2007: 19).

In addition, analysis reveals a responsibility trope that is concerned with citizens self-reliance,
accountability for their actions, and obligations towards others. Examples include: de elopi g a ights
a d espo si ilities ode to i stil a se se of pe so al espo si ilit i ou

ou g people “NP,

:

; We ill also o k to uild a ultu e of responsibility and confidence across our nation “NP,

:
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5); a d education has a key role in our national development by helping children and young people…
it must also instil in them a sense of global citizenship and the responsibilities that go with it Plaid
Cymru, 2003: 11). Allied to this, both MNPs underline that volunteering is a key element in being a
responsible citizen . Fo e a ple,

ivic service in the community will be an integral part of the

education curriculum (Plaid Cymru, 2007: 33); and We will investigate the option of elective time in
the school week, to free up ti e fo … o
Two further, elated t opes a
pa ti ipatio

u it

olu tee i g o spo t “NP,

: 15).

e ide tified i the MNPs discourse on su -state itize ship:

a d inclusiveness . Thus, the discourse underlines that welfare citizenship in Scotland

a d Wales is ased o i di iduals a ti e e gage e t i shapi g poli ies a d se i es. Mo eo e , it
emphasises that this should be free from barriers and open to all. For example, we will target groups
with low participation rates, including women, the disabled and poorer people, seeking ways of
assisting and encouraging their participation Plaid C

u,

: 15); and we want carers themselves

to have a more direct voice in the decision making process and will bring forward proposals for an
a

ual Ca e s Pa lia e t “NP,

: 8).

Hypothesis Four: MNPs electoral discourse is framed in terms of pressure for meso-level welfare
expansion and new modes of welfare
An enduring debate in the literature on governance transitions and welfare centres on the extent to
which decentralisation leads to the erosion of social protection (Pierson, 1995) or presents
opportunities for meso-level innovation and expansion (Lieberman and Shaw, 2000). This has a strong
electoral dimension. Thus, the competitive theory of federalism points to how decentralisation may
result in greater interregional variation in social programs (Costa-Font, 2010). Notably, at the individual
state level in federal systems with strong party competition, there is an observed propensity for parties
to adopt policies to benefit the have-nots , owing to their greater need to broaden their support and
compete for votes (Key, 1956; Jennings, 1979). It is in this context that MNPs

a ad a e a so ial
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democratic vision of solidarity and social citizenship… [offe i g the potential for] expansion of social
policy at the sub-state le el Bela d and Lecours, 2008: 31). It should be noted that causality is not
being claimed here - exceptions can be found – such as French-Canadian nationalist resistance to
federal social programmes in the 1930s and 40s (Beland, 2008, op cit). Yet a survey of the extant
literature reveals a multiplicity of accounts (Petmesidou, 1996; Le Galès and Lequesne, 1998; Sellers
and Lidström, 2007; Priyadarshee and Hossain, 2010; Ezcurra and Rodríguez-Pose, 2011; Giovannetti,
2011) that support Kazepov s (2010) conclusion that welfare decentralisation brings the prospect of
increased social protection and the wide i g of lo al e pe i e tatio … transforming the local level
into a social laboratory (p.66). Accordingly, as noted, it is hypothesised that MNPs ele toral dis ourse
is framed in terms of meso-level welfare expansion and new modes of welfare.

The data analysis confirms this hypothesis in relation to the Scottish and Welsh case studies.
The dis ou se i

oth MNPs

a ifestos pla es pa ti ula e phasis o

elfa e expansion. The

overwhelming majority (83.5 per cent) of pledges were framed in this way. In the case of the SNP
welfare expansion was so central to its programmes, that, the party told voters, it was the only scenario
under which it was prepared to use the limited tax varying powers available to the newly re-established
Pa lia e t i

: e ill o l use “ otla d s Pe

[a discretionary addition to UK income tax rate]

to invest £690 million more in health, education and housing. (SNP, 1999: x). The SNP s

a ifesto

provides a typical snapshot of the welfare expansion narrative. Amongst its pledges were the following:
phasing out prescription charges to end an unfair tax on ill health; improved access to counselling and
talking therapies in every health board area; a

ual health he ks… a doubling of the number of school

nurses; a school-based dental service; and the introduction of free school meals “NP,

: 18).

Notwithstanding current austerity, the expansion narrative has continued unabated. For example, the
2016 SNP manifesto states:

e will increase the NHS [National Health Service] revenue budget by
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almost £2 billion [$2.6] in total (p.42); a d By 2021, we will almost double the number of hours of free
early years education and childcare p.

.

Te tual a al sis sho s the “NP s policy ambition is matched by the programmes of Plaid Cymru.
Fo e a ple, expanded provisio of hild a e is i po ta t… we will give it priority in our allocation of
financial resources a d, a PC government will fund the provision of free home social care Plaid C

u

2003: 8). The latter pledge emulates one implemented in Scotland by a SNP government, thereby
supporting Pavolini and Ranci s 2008) work showing international policy transfer as a driver of welfare
expansion. In turn, the breadth and extent of the welfare expansion narrative in Wales and Scotland
also supports “heele s (2012) conclusion that, state and local governments are enacting diverse
programs and do not appear to be limiting welfare provision in new ways to avoid becoming "welfare
ag ets (p.321). It should also be noted that in the wake of the global economic downturn, when
pre- and post – 2008 framing is compared, there is a modest increase in the number of pledges made
u de e pa sio of elfa e f a e “NP + pe e tage poi ts, Plaid C
suggests that MNPs p essu e fo

u + pe e tage poi ts . This

elfa e state ha ge also needs to be seen in the context of the wider

economic situation. Textual analysis confirms this. For example, reference is made to the o st glo al
recession in decades has had a huge impact on Wales the Plaid-driven Government in Wales has done
everything it can to prioritise schools and hospitals, free prescriptions and bus passes, council services
a d help fo jo s a d the e o o

Plaid C

u,

, p.

. It also shows how pressure for welfare

expansion stems from a reaction to austerity measures imposed by central government. For example,
poverty is not inevitable and our focus will be on tackling the root causes of poverty and deprivation –
not just on mitigating the cuts imposed by a Westminster government “NP 2016, 19).

2. Supranational governance – the Eu opea p oje t
Following a brief contextual summary of Plaid Cymru and the SNP s shifti g positio on European
integration, this section focuses o

the MNPs

a ifesto dis ou se o

the EU follo i g state
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de e t alisatio , ith efe e e to the i pli atio s fo

egio al

elfa e. I the follo i g se tio this

is complemented by analysis of the discourse related to the 2016 EU referendum.
In the aftermath of the Second World War, the “NP sa i te atio al o ga izatio s as offe i g
a sta le e i o

e t fo s all ou t ies i a pote tiall hostile o ld Mit hell, 1998: 108). As Lynch

(1996: 29) notes, this signalled so ethi g of a e o iliatio
[Eu opea ] i teg atio

he e

et ee [“ ottish] so e eig t a d

Eu ope as see as less of a th eat. Instead it was viewed as more

economically advantageous to Scotland than the UK union state. However, the SNP then moved to an
ambiguous position; sometimes exhibiting hostility to the EEC/ EU because of fears that integration
may undermine its goal of i depe de e e.g. “ otla d has suffe ed too

u h al ead f o

centralisation in Britain. Centralisation Common Market style could be a death blow to our very
e iste e as a atio “NP, 1974:

. I the

s the Pa t s view changed o e agai : f o

hostilit

towards the EU, expressed as a commitment to withdraw an independent Scotland from the
organisation, subject to a referendum vote, to making membership of the EU the cornerstone of its
self-go e

e t poli

Da da elli, 2003: 10). This has been evident in each SNP manifesto to the

Scottish Parliament since its re-establishment in 1999. In this way, as Hepburn observes, the SNP moved
to a

o e so e eig tist positio that de a ded i depe de e i Eu ope

Hep u ,

: 134).

In contrast, from its founding in 1925 Plaid Cymru saw Wales as a European nation (Morgan,
1971). However, the pa t s founders eje ted the otio of i depe de e , p efe i g i stead to
pursue the goal of greater autonomy over political and cultural affairs against the backdrop of
supranational cooperation in Europe (Butt Philip, 1975). However, as in the case of the SNP, the 1980s
saw the Party s sta dpoi t shift. European integration was embraced as a means to secure greater
autonomy. Ultimately this was given expression in the phrase full atio al status fo Wales i Eu ope
(Plaid Cymru, 1990:

. Thus, Plaid s isio

as o e of a post-u io state i

hi h West i ste s

sovereignty declined as powers were transferred to the regional tier, as well as a second chamber in
the EU representing regions and historic nations (Nagel, 2004). Thus, as Carl (2003: 486) highlights,
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the key aspects of the discourse that accompanied devolution in 1999, such as ideas around inclusive
governance and progressive social policy

e e to

e ealised i Welsh so iet th ough Eu opea

integration and Welsh influe e i Eu ope .
Further analysis of the MNPs

elfa e ha ge discourse on Europe in post-1999 Scottish and

Welsh elections confirms the existence of the same key tropes that featu e i

elatio to the pa ties

domestic manifesto programmes. For example, the welfare expansion frame is to the fore. The parties
repeatedly offer a European rationale and/or comparison to support their proposals to extend and
improve social policy. Examples include, in Scotland ou health se i e ould a d should
best i Eu ope “NP,

at h the

: 3) and poor leadership since the onset of devolution ha[s] left us with a

poorly structured service, delivering far poorer health outcomes than in comparable parts of Europe
(Plaid Cymru, 2016: 47).
Underlining how the pooling of risk in supranational governance is att a ti e to MNPs

elfa e

plans, both parties repeatedly make reference to the use of EU economic aid to fund their social
programmes. Fo e a ple, We will use the European Social Fund to train young people and people
seeking to re-enter the workforce to become childcare workers and to set up their own childcare
businesses Plaid C

u,

:

, a d using £64.6 [$85.2] millio of Eu opea “t u tu al Fu ds… we

will be able to deliver an extensive range of employability and training services for the unemployed
(SNP, 2011: 12).
The European discourse is also used to further nation-building. For example, in the first
elections to the re-esta lished “ ottish Pa lia e t a ke pledge is that a referendum on independence
[will be held] within the first four year term of an SNP government, so that Scotland can move on from
de olutio to full

e

e ship of the Eu opea U io

“NP,

: 5). Whilst in Wales, we remain

committed to an independent Wales as a full member of the European Union Plaid C
As part of this discourse MNPs use Europe to pressure fo g eate

u,

:

.

egio al ontrol of welfare and

resistance to central government programmes. Fo e a ple, We will demand that European funding
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comes directly to the National Assembly and not to the Exchequer in Westminster (Plaid Cymru, 1999:
12) and we are concerned that attempts to transfer powers from Europe to Westminster will not be in
the best interests of Wales, and a Plaid Cymru Welsh Government will oppose those plans Plaid C

u,

2016: 17).
Analysis also evidences how Europe is used by the MNPs to pressure for progressive, sub-state
models of social citizenship. For example:
Social Europe has been good for Wales. EU social policies have helped achieve more equality
of opportunity, better protection for workers as well as for parents, children and young people.
If the UK Government opts out once again from the Social Chapter, we will propose a special
agreement between the European Commission and the Welsh Government to ensure that
Wales can opt in and remain covered Plaid C

u,

:

.

Whilst, for example, in the Scottish case reference is made to: benefits of EU Membership - “ otla d s
place in Europe matters to us as a nation and being part of a wider European family of nations has
brought us benefits… The EU has led o i p o i g o ke s fu da e tal ights a d o ditio s… and
human rights “NP,

:

.

2 (b). MNP discourse associated with the 2016 EU Referendum
The SNP and Plaid referendum discourse resonates with the work of Obinger et al (2010) who allude to
the benefits of EU membership for small nations. Factors that make such supranational cooperation
attractive include solidarity, and the pooling of risk and protection. Thus, both MNPs underline how
multi-le el go e a e, spe ifi all the egio al i.e. “ ottish a d Welsh -EU nexus is pivotal to their
social programmes. Notably, the Plaid Cymru dis ou se uses the te
benefits of solidarity and security that attach to EU
le el a d di e sit

e

fle i u it

to aptu e the

e ship. Fo e a ple, ohesio at the lo al

it la ge a e i this se se Eu ope s iggest st e gths: the EU is fle i u it fo a
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continent of small nations, and for their citizens; a safety valve against the fluctuations of the market,
pooli g isk ithout lu ti g the e t ep e eu ial i pe ati e P i e a d Le i ge ,

: 56). The Party

also highlights the financial benefits to poor nations such as Wales of the welfare safety net provided
the EU:

e a e et e efi ia ies to the e te t of £

the EU - thi gs look

pe fa il ea h ea , ot et o t i uto s to

a kedl diffe e t to the pe spe ti e f o

E gla d… Eu opea so ial p o isio s

give Welsh working people some security which could totally disappear under right wing governments
at West i ste .11 In light of these considerations both Plaid and the SNP fore-front the detrimental
elfa e a d poli
lo

o se ue es of lea i g the EU. Fo e a ple, Plaid alled the Lea e ote a ha

to Wales e o o i all ,

a i g the poo est

e

ill pa the p i e .12 Noting that Brexit will have

p ofou d o se ue es fo the futu e of the health se i e ight a oss the UK .13
As Kay (2009:

o se es, the

elfa e s ste s of s alle

ou t ies ha e e ploited the

greater sense of solidarity in smaller communities to provide economic security without creating the
substantial e luded i o ities hi h a e ha a te isti of all the fou la ge e o o ies . This is evident
in both the SNP and Plaid Cymru discourse. For example, reference is made to how European Directives
on equality and rights underpin progressive welfare in Wales and Scotland. For example, in the Scottish
case, ou

e

e ship [of the EU]

i gs sig ifi a t e efits, su h as e plo

ot e dis i i ated agai st. All of these a e p ote ted

e t ights… the right to

the EU .14 Particular emphasis is placed on

ge de e ualit : ei g pa t of Eu ope is good fo e e o e i “ otla d – but women in particular have
benefitted from a series of progressive reforms and the crucial rights which our EU membership has
gua a teed… B u iti g to ote to ‘e ai i

ig u

e s, Scotland can make clear that we reject the

right-wing agenda of the Brexit campaign – a d p ote t the ital o e s ights e e o e to take
for granted, rather than leaving them in the hands of an unfettered, right- i g To

go e

e t .15

In addition, both parties underline resistance to centralised administration. Thus, reference is
made to the role of the EU as a bulwark against unwelcome policies imposed by central government.
Indeed, the dissonance between the MNPs well-founded critique of central government initiatives and
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rather idealistic interpretation of the EU is striking. The SNP argues that the West i ste go e

e ts

welfare reforms have had a particularly detrimental impact on disabled people and women, with
welfare failings and pervasive in-work poverty affecting poorly paid workers and their families .16 In
Wales, Plaid highlights e t al go e

e t s failu e to ta kle issues of lass a d i e ualit , des i i g

the efe e du as a oppo tu it to … a shout agai st po e t , a out being at the bottom of a wealth
league .17 Furthermore, particular accent is placed on social protection. For example the SNP leader
stated: the EU gua a tees o- ights a d so ial p ote tio … I ge ui el fea that a UK o ki g outside
the single [European] market will seek economic competitiveness through deregulation and a race to
the otto

.18

The two MNPs are also in accord on the constitutional implications of the referendum outcome.
A al sis of the dis ou se e eals ho the lea e ote has e e ed pressure to seek Scottish and Welsh
independence within the European Union. Thus, at a specially convened post-referendum conference
Plaid delegates voted overwhelmingly to reaffirm the party's commitment to an independent Wales in
Europe.19 Whilst the SNP was swift to signal its intention to hold a second referendum on Scottish
independence. Implicit in this is the idea that an independent Scotland and Wales within the EU will
ha e auto o
u e t fo

o e

elfa e. Fo e a ple, Plaid stated it is lea that the UK cannot continue in its

… O this da k a d u e tai [post-referendum vote] morning for our country, people can

rest assured that Plaid Cymru is united, confident and focused on getting the best for Wales. We are
determined to do everything we can in order to empower our national institution [the National
Asse

l fo Wales] a d p ote t ou

o

u ities .20

In both cases the stated goal is a progressive, European quasi-socialist vision of welfare. Thus
the Plaid discourse asserts that the arguments of uildi g a so iall i lusi e o ti e t a e o pelli g ;
addi g p i iple- ased a gu e ts […] e e la gel side-li ed i the [Brexit] efe e du
the discourse shows Plaid s p o-European vision of progressive welfare is clear:
the aspi atio of a so ial Eu ope .21 In the case of Scotland, reference is

. Analysis of

eithe will we let go

ade to e plo [i g] optio s
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fo p ote ti g “ otla d s elatio ship ith the EU, “ otla d s pla e i the si gle
employment and economic benefits that o e f o

a ket a d the so ial,

that .22 Accordingly, the Party was forthright in

asserting its:
… dete

i atio to p o ote e elle e a d e uit … We ill ot a e i ou dete

i atio

to reduce inequalities, to promote an inclusive and growing economy and to reform our public
services. The situation that we face will not stop us seeking to make Scotland a better country
for all the people who live and work here; indeed, the steps that we take to protect our place
in the European Union will be part of that work .23
Ahead of securing independence the Plaid discourse also pressures for change so that, post-Brexit, the
Welsh Parliament should have the power to re-e a t Eu opea so ial legislatio affe ti g elfa e: if
powers are to be repatriated [from the EU to the UK], there should be specific attention as to which
parliament takes up those repatriated powers, and not the automatic default that everything goes to
Westminster. For example, o so ial

easu es Wales should e should allo ed to opt-i

e e if

England chooses ot to do so .24

Discussion
The foregoing analysis reveals how minority nationalist parties may use governance transitions and
associated moves away from centralised public administration to exert pressure for welfare state
change. These transitions matter because, as critical junctures, they throw governance matters into
sharp relief. The discontinuity with pre-existing, centralised systems allows MNPs to use the arising
discursive opportunities to articulate social policy programmes that both advance - and themselves are
informed by, constitutional ambitions of independence and the political prioritisation of nation and
identity. In this way governance transitions create new political spaces for shaping the formative phase
of social policy- aki g. I the p ese t ase, p io to

, egio al ele tio s e e a se t i the UK.25
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Subsequently, Scottish and Welsh ballots have transformed the political opportunity structures open
to MNPs. I like a

e , the UK s

e

e ship of, a d i pe di g departure from, the European Union

are pivotal transitions that, as the present study attests, MNPs use in specific ways in order to further
their constitutional aims and pressure for welfare state change.
The wider significance of this to the understanding of global social policy is in showing how
pressure for welfare change is a dynamic, iterative process; one that not only involves do

-loadi g ,

or government decentralisation - but also supranational governance, the pooling of sovereignty and
the uploadi g of governmental powers. In the former case, the creation of meso-legislatures creates
a discursive arena wherein MNPs articulate their ideas for welfare state change. In doing this the
present case study MNPs employ a series of (non-discrete) frames. The first is concerned with
challenging and resisting the policy priorities and practices of central government. The second
e phasises su -state o

egio al solida it th ough elfa e, the e

ad a i g atio

uildi g. The

third, concerns pressure for welfare expansion as they seek to gain electoral support through enhanced
so ial p ote tio fo su -state

atio s. In turn, these combine to promote welfare divergence, the

territorialisation of policy and the emergence of disti ti e sub-state

odels of so ial itize ship.

Importantly, as the present analysis also underlines, MNPs p essure for welfare state change
operates across governance tiers, challenging traditional conceptions of the nation and the
ou ded ess of poli . This e-spatialisation of welfare is evident MNPs efe e es to the Eu opea
Union. In this, EC Directives and policy “o ial Eu ope are used to underline the case for progressive,
sub-state models of citizenship. Fle i u it is a notable trope used to capture the benefits of solidarity
and security attaching to e

e ship of the Eu opea p oje t . The discourse also evidences how the

pooling of risk inherent in supranational governance is attractive to MNPs. This is because it underpins
redistributive economic aid and reduces dependence upon central government. Thus, both civic
nationalist parties studied here make repeated reference to EU structural aid as part of their welfare
expansion frame. Europe also plays a key part their proposals to extend and improve social protection.
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Both repeatedly offer EU comparisons in making the case for their social programmes. Thus, they
variously allude to the policy goal of being the est i Eu ope , or alternatively, assert the need not to
fall ehi d Eu opea sta da ds .
U de li i g the ite ati e, egio al -supranational dynamic, the discourse on the Brexit vote
provides further illustration of MNPs use of governance transitions to advance nation-building through
pressure for welfare change. Not least because the perceived negative impact of the UK s EU exit (i.e.
loss of rights, regional economic aid and so on -) has strengthened the MNPs determination to end
Scottish and Welsh membership of the UK and seek independence within the European Union. In
addition, the current study also provides insight into wider debates about international welfare
convergence versus divergence, as well as the dynamic between welfare contraction and expansion. To
date, scholarly work in this area has largely centred on unitary states. Yet the evidence of Scotland and
Wales at least suggests growing di e ge e a d e pa sio at the egio al o su -state le el. This is
particularly apparent in the discourse data. These detail myriad proposals for extending social welfare
in diverse ways across the breadth of policy fields.
The current analysis also suggests that the future trajectory appears to be one of accelerated
divergence and expansion. This is because of the swiftly changing constitutional situation in both
territories. At present this is manifest in the effects of new governmental powers recently transferred
to Scotland and Wales as they begin to impact on welfare. Notably, these include significant new taxraising powers, as well as growing responsibility for direct-t a sfe s that o ple e t the pa
ki d -type social policies seen in the past. Added to this, Scotland s i

e ts i

i e t se essio from the UK is

a real possibility. Yet, regardless of whether this happens, the existence of both meso-parliaments raises
the immediate short-term p ospe t of “ ottish a d Welsh go e

e ts

e-e a ti g EU so ial

legislation in domestic legal codes; a development that will exert a significant influence on the nature
of welfare.
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In summary, the wider international significance of this study lies in highlighting how the
intersection of minority nationalism and governance transitions is a key source of pressure for
contemporary welfare state change. This nexus spans social policy-making across governance tiers and
constitutes a hitherto neglected aspect of the discursive processes associated with transnational
welfare state dynamics. Not only does it reveal how MNPs seek to promote the territorialisation of
welfare, it also points to how pressure for poli

di e ge e ad a es su -state

odels of so ial

citizenship.
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Frame

‡

1999

2003

Scotland - SNP
2007
2011

Nation-building

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.6

3.4

1.1

1.1

0.4

0.8

1.2

4.5

4.0

Expansion/ new modes of
welfare
Resistance to central
government programmes

15.7

11.4

21.1

12.8

25.3

86.4

10.5

15.8

9.7

18.0

26.7

80.7

83.5

1.7

1.1

0.6

0.7

1.1

5.1

0.8

3.6

0.3

1.2

0.5

6.4

5.8

Accountability, legitimacy

0.4

0.6

0.6

0.8

0.4

2.8

1.1

1.1

0.3

0.3

0.5

3.2

3.0

Political control of social welfare

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.6

2.3

0.7

2.7

0.7

0.9

0.3

5.2

3.8

2016

All

1999

Wales- Plaid Cymru
2003
2007
2011
2016

All

Combined
All

Percentage of pledges in each country (N= 1,478)

Table 1. The framing of pledges on welfare in SNP and Plaid Cymru manifestos 1999-2016
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